AUTO IDENTIFICATION CARD
Contract #: IUCIC – AL- July 2020

Named Insured: Kent State University
Effective Date: 7/1/20
Expiration Date: 7/1/22

Kent State University is an instrumentality of the State of Ohio, and as such, is exempted from the requirement to maintain financial responsibility per the Ohio Revised Code Section §4509.71 Exemption of Certain Owners of Motor Vehicles as follows:

Sections §4509.01 to 4509.79, except Section §4509.06, of the Revised Code do not apply to any motor vehicle owned and operated by the United States, this state, any political subdivision of this state, any municipal corporation therein or any private volunteer fire company serving a political subdivision of the state. Section §4509.06 of the Revised Code does not apply to any vehicle owned and operated by a publicly owned urban transportation system.

HISTORY: GC §6298.91; 124 v 563(584); Bureau of Code Revision, 10-1-53; 125 v 381 (Eff. 10-15-53); 139 v 5 331. (Eff. 5-21-82.)

**REFER TO THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS CARD FOR INFORMATION ON WHERE TO REPORT CLAIMS**

PLEASE REPORT ALL ACCIDENTS IMMEDIATELY
In case of accident, contact Glenn Bunner in Fleet Services:
(330) 672-1970 or Email: gbunner@kent.edu

For other questions, contact Compliance & Risk Management:
310 Harbour Hall
Kent, OH 44242
phone: (330) 672-1949
e-mail: compliance@kent.edu

If there are injuries to report and you cannot reach Fleet Services or Compliance & Risk Management, contact Carl Warren & Company the claims agent for THE IUC-IC SELF INSURANCE POOL, at the following phone number(s):
Monday – Friday (all hours)
Toll Free: (800) 721-8802
Online: IUC-IC@carlwarren.com

Additional accident reports can be found at:
http://www.kent.edu/ufm/accidents-insurance